VLSP 2016 Corpus User Agreement

1. User Information

Full name: 
Organization: 
Email: 
Telephone (optional): 
Note: If you are a student, your supervisor should sign this user agreement.

2. Corpus

Named Entity Corpus  □  
Sentiment Corpus  □  

Note: Choose one or multiple corpora by checking the corresponding box.

3. Terms and Conditions

The user of linguistic resources developed by the VLSP consortium must respect the following understanding, terms and conditions:

1. The linguistic resources may only be used for research and development of natural language processing, information retrieval or document understanding systems.
2. The linguistic resources are not allowed to be used in commercial systems.
3. Do not redistribute these linguistic resources. These linguistic resources may be modified or improved to better serve a research purpose, but the edited linguistic resources may not be distributed.
4. Summaries, analyses and interpretations of the linguistic properties of the linguistic resources may be derived and published, provided it is not possible to reconstruct the information from these summaries.
5. Small excerpts of the linguistic resources may be displayed to others or published in a scientific or technical context, solely for the purpose of describing the research and development and related issues.
6. Published research works which use these linguistic resources must clearly acknowledge the VLSP consortium by citing its website or its corresponding publications.

By the User

Signature
Date
Name (please print)